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These monkeys love  

to take long hot baths,  

but even in the quiet  

of the mountain there are many things 

to attend to. Which? 

If you want to know,  

follow the signs. 

 

 

The protagonists of this book are monkeys that live at the top of a snowy 

mountain and seek warmth in its hot springs. The reader will be able to 

accompany them throughout their day, while they take care of everything that, 

whether monkey or human, is needed: eating, cleaning, sleeping and… playing! 

Yes, for these monkeys playing is very important. 

Pato Mena has not only created characters with whom to empathize 

immediately, but also presents the reader with a linguistic game, introducing 

each need of the monkeys through pictograms. Some will be easy to guess; 

others, not so much. 

A cute, fun and bright book that will awaken the minds and curiosity of 

young readers.  

 

Pato Mena (Chile, 1980), as a writer and illustrator of children’s literature and comics, has 
published several titles. His books have been published in Spain, Chile, the USA, France, Italy, 
Argentina, Korea, China, Japan and Macedonia. In 2020, he obtained the Marta Brunet (Early 
Childhood) National Prize for Children’s Literature in Chile for his book ¡Contemos 5 ranas! and 
the same year he was selected by the Cuatro Gatos Foundation (USA) together with the 
Research Group (LIEL) of the Castilla-La Mancha University, as one of the 25 significant Ibero-
American authors of the current album book. In 2019 he won the Torre del Agua Prize in Festilij, 
Madrid, for the best Illustrated Album (¡Contemos 5 ranas!) and in 2016 he was distinguished by 
the Junior Library Guild Selection of the US public libraries for La Siesta Perfecta (Nubeocho). 
Also, in 2017 he won the Best Picture Book award at the International Latino Awards, held in 
Los Angeles, USA. He currently lives and works in Barcelona. 
 

 


